25 – 29 October 2021

WORKSHOP with
School Of Love
De Broederschool in Sint Niklaas
Vooruit Kunstcentrum in Ghent

SCHOOL OF LOVE

School Of Love (SOL) is a platform for collective artistic practices. An invitation
to explore ways of being together, deriving from reflections on the notion
of love as a public concern. Understood as such and taught in schools, love
becomes not only a form of resistance to individualist tendencies, but also a
way of being.
SOL is practiced through regular meetings, events, workshops and
performances in schools and in the field of art and social engagement.
For two years now, SOL has focused on developing workshops for highschool
students in order to contribute to the perception that school could be seen as
a place for experiment, reflection and collectivity, and thus as a way to practice
love. SOL proposes creative activities and artistic practices to activate the
potential of schools to change society.
What follows is the documentation of a week-long workshop School of Love created
for pupils of a high school from Sint Niklaas supported by Kunstencentrum Vooruit
in Ghent. This can serve as an example of the kind of activities we propose.
This workshop was created and facilitated by SOL members Olga Bientz, Roger
Fähndrich, Anna Housiada, Laura Oriol, Martina Petrovic, Irena Radmanovic, Adva
Zakai.
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WORKING WITH DE BROEDER SCHOOL IN VOORUIT

During 25 – 29 October 2021, School Of Love worked in Kunstencentrum
Vooruit in Ghent with 16 high school pupils of the age of 17 and three of their
teachers, all coming from De Broeder School in Sint Niklaas, Belgium.
In this particular week SOL’s workshop asked the questions: Does love, as a
political concept, have the power to change reality? Is love something that
schools should teach? Do schools practice love? Are schools responsible for
preparing us for the reality outside of it, or are they rather giving us tools to
change the reality for one that suits us better?
And what about art? Can we create alternatives to realities we want to change
through art? If we approach art as an invitation to think critically about society
and then act upon changing it with love - does it mean that art and school share
similar practices?
Through examining the relationships between practices of love, school and
art, we created an intimate space where personal stories were shared. Those
exchanges became the knowledge that we researched and studied further,
together as a group. We did this through talking, writing, drawing, dancing,
singing and performing, as well as guiding, observing and listening to each
other. We created for and collaborated with one another.
The process focused on the realities the pupils deal with each day. Whether it
is having to do with arriving on time at school, complying with certain gender
norms or overloaded agendas, the pupils came to acknowledge that not
everything is up to their choice in their lives. With this point of departure, we
aimed at increasing the understanding of multiple realities and of many possible
ways of perceiving one reality. Our reflective games on the nature of love as a
practice, as well as diverse creative and artistic practices, nourished the idea
that we have the agency to redesign the way we live, relate and act in the
world.
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PREPARATION

Prior to the encounter with the pupils, School of Love designed in a weeklong
process the 5-day workshop. A structure, exercises around the core ideas as
well as collective learning methods were created.

METHODOLOGY

Each day of the workshop was framed with an opening and closing routine.
We began the days with a warm-up and a check-in exercise that allowed each
person to «arrive» in the space, both physically and mentally. Similarly, we
performed a closing ritual, a “check-out” at the end of the day inviting the
pupils to express their emotional state verbally and with a movement. The
usual shape in which we conducted these exercises was a circle. For the main
daily activities, we strived to balance reflection and conversation with physical
activity and creative time.
It is central to our pedagogy that each present member of SOL not only
facilitates and guides the process, but also takes part in all exercises as an equal
participant. In this way, we attempt to deconstruct hierarchy often present in
classrooms and cultivate collective intelligence and group self care.
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MONDAY - Who are we ? Why are we here?
What will we explore this week?
Intentions of the day:
to meet the pupils, introduce SOL and the topics that will be explored

HELLO and WELCOME!
Introduction to School of Love as a
collective, as a school and as artists
with various disciplines and coming
from different countries. Introduction
of the week’s process.

CHECK-IN: SPEED DATING
A fun exercise for everyone to meet
and learn about each other. Forming
two circles, members of School of
Love face a pupil. Each person has one
minute to introduce themselves to the
person standing in front. When the
time is up, the circles shift to create
new encounters. This repeats until
everybody has met and spoken to each
other.

WARM-UP
The triangle exercise - moving in space while trying to keep an even triangle
with two other people.

INTRODUCTION TO THE KEY TERMS OF THE WEEK
Sitting in a circle, passing on a tetrahedron with the words School, Love, Art
and Collectivity, on it, each person shares the meaning of the different notions.

TIME CAPSULES
Everybody picks a box out of a pile. During the course of the week, objects,
writings, drawings and elements created by the participants will be added to
the box. This box is regarded as a time capsule: As a container that testifies the
particular time we live in, or a message carrier to whoever might find it in the
future, be it your-future-self or another person.

OBJECTS OF LOVE
Upon request communicated in advance, each participant brings a personal
object that is connected to love. Everyone shares what their object represents.
This object is the first element that enters the box/time-capsule of each person.
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CHECK-OUT (every day the same check out routine is
exercised)
1.

A movement sequence based on stretch and relaxation

2.
Standing in a circle, holding hands, everyone shares a feeling
about the day and a movement associated with it. Each movement ripples
through the group.
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TUESDAY - What is (non romantic) Love?
What is an imposed reality?
Intentions of the day:
to deepen and collect knowledge on love and its multiple affects and
potentialities. Build an understanding of which norms and beliefs are being
imposed on us and how they create a reality we live in.

WARM-UP
Shaking exercise - with eyes closed and through guidance, each body part
shakes, one at the time, until all tension is potentially out of the body.

CHECK-IN
In a circle, each person answers the three questions: “How do you feel today in
this room, in this city, in the world?”

RUMOUR MACHINE
In the form of a game called The Rumor Machine, small groups reflect on the
following questions :
Can you find non-romantic love in school ?
Do you think that love can change society ?
Can you love someone/something you don’t understand ?
How do you learn to love ?
Participants inform people from other groups about what they heard being said
in their own group. The information coming from other discussions influences
the way people express their own ideas to each other and through that, a collective thinking experience is generated.

IMPOSITION DANCE
An interactive exercise that creates an embodied and metaphorical experience
of society’s tendency to impose norms and rules.
All participants stand in lines, move to a rhythm conducted by SOLers and
repeat a song called The Imposition Song, whose lyrics illustrate how we live
in imposed realities. It is a moment full of energy and togetherness, but at the
same time an authoritarian atmosphere is created.
After this ambiguous experience, each person mentions impositions they
experience in their life. The group reflects on the impact and meaning of those
impositions and discovers together which of them are collective and which are
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personal.
Examples of impositions: having to obey to time structures, being dependent on
money, needing to be dressed according to fashion, being expected to have a
diploma, to get married and have kids, etc..

A STATEMENT TO THE
AUTHORITIES
Inspired by the conversation on
impositions, each person addresses
an authority (for example school,
government, parents) with at least one
slogan, statement or request on a card. It
can be written, drawn or designed in any
possible way. After a moment of sharing
with the group, the cards are put into the
personal boxes.

INVISIBLE BALL
An invisible ball is being thrown among the
group. The ball represents an imposition
that people in the group want to get rid of.
The (theatrical) way each person catches
or throws the ball shows their feelings
about this imposition.

CHECK-OUT ROUTINE
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WEDNESDAY What is my own imposed
reality and what does love
have to do with it?
Intentions of the day:
to process imposed realities and offer
the practice of writing to creatively
engage with it as a possible act of
love.

WARM-UP
The accumulative dance - each person
proposes a movement, all movements
together form a choreography which is
danced by everybody.

CHECK-IN
In a circle, answering one at a time :
“How have you been since waking up
this morning?”

LETTERS
Each participant writes a letter to an entity of the future. The aim is to describe
today’s world to somebody who doesn’t know it at all, sharing the notions of
love and imposition elaborated in the previous days. At the end, we share the
letters in small groups before putting them in the box.
Guiding questions for the letters: How can (non-romantic) love make us deal
creatively with that which is imposed on us in life? How can love make us
understand which impositions we don’t agree with? Can love help us change
what we don’t like in our reality?

PHOTOGRAPHY STROLL
Everybody walks around the city and takes pictures
of representations or symbols of the impositions
mentioned in the letters.
Later, the pictures are projected on the wall
and each person shares how their images are
connected to the letter they previously wrote.
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The pictures are then printed and added to
the box.

WHISPER TO SCREAM EXERCISE
Each person chooses a word that expresses
“your favorite thing to do” and all together
we whisper it and gradually shout it.

CHECK-OUT ROUTINE
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THURSDAY - Can I create my own reality?
Intentions of the day:
to discover and reflect on how we are all inhabited by multiple selves and to
deepen the work on the impositions through different artistic disciplines.

WARM-UP
The Spider’s web: a ball of yarn is thrown
from one person to another while
simultaneously stating what one is grateful
for. As a result, everyone is entangled in
a kind of spider’s web. The task now is to
move in different formations while remaining
entangled.

CHECK-IN
Still inside the spider’s web - In a circle,
answering one at a time: “What do you bring
with you today?”

MULTIPLE SELVES
In small groups, each person tells about themselves to the group. When the
first round is over, a new round starts, where everybody chooses to introduce
a different narrative about their lives (ex. present, past or future self, fictional
self etc.). This goes on for a few rounds. In the last round every person presents
a narrative based on elements from stories of other people. Reality and fiction,
truth and lies, imagination and facts come together in this exercise to blur the
strict dichotomies in which they are normatively put in.

ARTISTS STATIONS
Starting from the pictures taken the day before, in each artistic station a
different medium is introduced and explores ways to create a change in the
perception of reality. The results are presented to the group and eventually
added to the boxes/time capsules.
Each participant joins one activity:
Station 1 /Drawing and Collage:
Different drawing exercises are proposed: drawing the picture from memory,
drawing without looking at one’s own hand, drawing with one’s left hand and
making a collage with all the materials available.
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Station 2 /Performance:
Title exercise: Working with the pictures, the participants play by giving them
different titles. This emphasizes the different aspects of the pictures and/or
influences different interpretations. The aim is to show how words and titles
have the power to shape our understanding of what we see.
Movement exercise: With their eyes closed, the participants improvise
movements while responding to different cues such as thinking of a memory, a
quality, an image, a color, a shape, a word, a feeling.
Small performance: In small groups, the participants create a performance
based on their picture, inspired by the movement and title exercises. Each group
performs for each other.
Station 3 /Storytelling and Songwriting:
Warm up exercise combining drawing
and writing.
Storytelling exercise is based on a
picture taken. Everybody thinks together
to come up with and write different
narratives.
Songwriting: Everybody writes lyrics on
what moved them throughout the whole
weeks’ process. The lyrics are shared
and melodies are given to the words, and
the group starts singing. From making
noises, ideas for beats and arrangements
come up. Lyrics are combined and a
song is born through trying out to sing
and embody it. Eventually, all pupils are
attracted by the process and we spend
half an hour with the whole group to
perform and record the song.

CHECK-OUT ROUTINE
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FRIDAY - What to do when I feel that love is missing?
Intentions of the day:
to experience and practice love as listening through the senses and care and
to close the whole week’s process.
Morning spend in a park.

WARM-UP
Exploring nature through
senses - in pairs, one person
leads the other who is
blindfolded through the park,
exploring different surfaces,
in silence, listening through
senses and building trust.

RECORD A SECRET
SELF-CARE MESSAGE
Each person creates a
private voice message for
someone else from the group
responding to the question :
«What do you do when love is
missing?»
Return indoors.

TIME CAPSULE
The time capsule that got filled up with elements produced over the week are
decorated and prepared to be taken home.
In the meantime, SOLers collect the recordings made in the park, upload them
and create individual QR codes for each recording.
Each person secretly puts the printed QR code of their recording in the box of
the person the recording was made for. Back home, everybody can listen to the
secret message and find out who is the author of the recording specially made
for them.

REBAPTIZE TIME CAPSULE
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Since a lot of time was spent on thinking “out of the box” during the workshop,
a game is played in order to collectively find a new name for the time capsule
and not call it a box anymore. Once the name is given, the workshop is finished
and it’s time to say goodbye.

LOOKING BACK AND FORWARD
In a circle, a collective reflection on the whole
workshop experience takes place. One at the time,
participants talk about the experiences, lessons,
emotions, memories they will take home with them.

DANCE PARTY - dance freely together
just before saying goodbye
CHECK-OUT ROUTINE
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